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TAPE TRANSCRIPTION

• 3
PEOPLE V. DEBORAH MADDEN4

STATEMENT OW DEBORAH MADDEN

DATE: 02/26/2010
5 S1N FRANCISCO POLICE CASE NO: NOT INDICATED7

COURT NO.: NOT INDICATED• a

9

10 INSP. KELLER: I think it’s probably something that you’re11 not [unintelligible] right now. But I’ve known, I’ve known-you12 for a lot [unintelligible] probably never have seen me. But I’ve13 had a lot of narcotics arrests, I’ve been on the Police14 Department almost thirty years, okay. You’re always very well15 respected Debbie. But right now we have a huge problem, okay.16 Not only is the Police Department going to be in a lot of17 trouble, all these lab samples or whatever, whenever this18 started, all these people can be released from jail and you’re19 causing a huge nightmare for the City. But if we could find out20 from you maybe when this started, when you started. You know,21 like I’ll just try it or whatever maybe it’ll make mefeel22 better. Maybe it started back in May, okay. But at least we23 know where to start our problem, where to start looking and24 figuring out what to do for the City. You don’t want to ruin the25 integrity that...

26 MADDEN: No I, I, I don’ t know what to say. I don’ t know
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1 what I did.

2 INSP. KELLER: Well how else could we...
3 INSP. WALSH: Debbie, let me say this, let me say this
4 again, okay so you know. Hey, we’re not here to arrest you, do5 you understand that?

6 MADDEN: Okay.

7 INSP. WALSH: Okay, and like I said we’re hoping that
8 you’ll voluntarily do this to us and help us with this, okay.9 Like I said, you can leave, you don’t have to talk to us. But10 the reason we’re urging you, urging you to talk to us is because,11 thixic about this; let’s just say that person X in the lab takes._12 measures the sample perfectly. And then takes a couple of grams13 or a tenth of a gram or whatever it is, for whatever they need.14 Well, when that case goes to the court with these new

15 measurements all, these people that the officers legitimately16 re_arrested, a couple_one guy’s in, in State prison, they’re all17 going to get to appeal their cases. It’s all going to go. We18 just need a timeframe Debbie, okay. You, you..ear1ier you started19 like, you were using cocaine or whatever but you were getting it20 somewhere else. Where were you getting that cocaine?
21 MADDEN: From a friend.

22 INSP. WALSH: Okay, who’s the friend? I’m not a narcotics23 guy okay. I’m not, I’m not here to do search warrants on that24 person’s house or anything. Okay, when did this start, when the25 cocaine use start?

26 MADDEN: Last summer.
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1 :NSP. WALSH: Okay, okay what happened last summer, tell m
2 what happened last summer to, to have that happen to you?
3 MADDEN: I mean, this is all personal I mean, I don’t...
4 INS?. KELLER: Okay, we know about the thing in Belmont, I
5 think her name was is that your girlfriend?
6 MADDEN:

-.

7 INS?. KELLER: Yeah okay,
. Is that when it

8 started?

9 MADDEN: No, cocaine, no.

10 INS?. KELLER: Okay that’s when some trouble started when
• 11 you..

12 MADDEN: Yeah.

13 INS?. KELLER: Okay so you’re feeling bad then, okay. Is
14 that when you know, you got the cocaine from your friend?
15 MADDEN: No.

16 INS?. KELLER: Okay so, about summer of 2009?
17 MADDEN: Yeah.

18 INS?. KELLER: Okay so, tell us about what happened.
19 MADDEN: Well, I was trying to control my drinking.
20 INS?. KELLER: Okay and so instead of alcohol you thought
21 maybe.

22 MADDEN: Yeah.

23. INS?. KELLER: Okay.

24 MADDEN: YOU know, I thought that I could control my
25 drinking by using some cocaine.

26 INS?. KELLER: Okay. Did it work?
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1 MADDEN: I don’t think (unintelligible] worked, no.

2 INS?. KELLER: Okay so, then what happened?

3 MADDEN: Well, then I ended up drinking too much and I

4 ended up in the [can].

5 INS?. KELLER: But a lot of time passed from summer till

6 December 8.

7 MADDEN: Yeah.

8 INS?. KELLER: Okay, and so...

9 INS?. WALSH: Like how much, how much cocaine would you use

10 to control your drinking?

11 MADDEN: I don’t recall, i really don’t.

12 INS?. WALSH: Well I mean, was it once a week, once a day?

13 MADDEN: Maybe a little bit at night.

14 INS?. WALSH: Ev...but like every night or every other night?

15 MADDEN: Some nights, I don’t remember, i really don’t.

16 INSP. WALSH: Okay, okay well, here’s the thing; what

17 about_so, how would this person give you the cocaine?

18 MADDEN: A friend, a friend of a friend gave it to me.

19 INS?. WALSH: Okay but how did that person give it to you?

20 Like, how was it...what was it in, how did you get it? That’s what

21 I’m saying. Can you describe that?

22 MADDEN: It was in a bindle.

23 INS?. WALSH: Okay and in the vial your sister found, what

24 was that?

25 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

26 INS?. WALSH: Okay she brought it to the rehab place, are

4
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i you aware of that?

2 MADDEN: Yeah.

3 INSP. WALSH: Okay, did you see it?

4 MADDEN: Yeah.

5 INSP. WALSH: Okay, what did it look like?

6 MADDEN: Looked like white powder.

7 INSP. WALSH: Okay but what did the vial look like?

8 MADDEN: It’s a small glass vial.

9 INSP. WALSH: Okay, do you recall getting that either with

10 it was purchased or? I don’t know was it...were you buying this or

11 was somebody just giving to you?

12 MADDEN: Someone was giving it to me.

13 INSP. WALSH: Okay so, with that, did you ever get it in a

14 vial?

15 MADDEN: I got it in, in bindles like, I, I used vials that

16 I had at home.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay, where did you get the vials?

18 MADDEN: The vials I originally got at work.

19 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

20 MADDEN: But I had some at home.

21 INSP. WALSH: Okay, L..that’s fine. So again, our

22 concentration is; I don’t really care about your cocaine use back

23 then, I really don’t. I Want you...you gotta’ help me with the lab

24 situation, okay. You’re using cocaine during the summer to

25 control probably an unbelievably hard habit with your alcohol, I

26 understand okay. But we have some pretty large amounts missing.
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1 One weight goes in that you sign for. Lois had to reweigh all

2 the stuff. She’s very devastated, okay. Can you tell me did you

3 take any of f the top of anything even if it was just a little?

4 Because what again we’re talking about is, we’re going to go

5 back. We’ve talked to a couple of people, we’ve talked to Tasha,

6 we’ve talked to Lois. We’re gonna’ have to talk to other people

7 who may have access to all that stuff, property clerks,

8 everybody. ‘Cause we need to find the source. The reason that

9 we came here first is ‘cause we knew about the cocaine vial and

10 we knew about the cocaine that was presented down to the...at the

ii clinic. Your sister was very concerned. If we can limit where

12 it came_what...when these things disappeared from the lab, that

13 helps us. If we don’t like, everything’s going to get audited,

14 everything. All those people’s jobs, everything are going to be

15 looked at under a microscope. Not by me but they’re gOnna’ bring

16 in the accreditation people, whatever. They’re going through a

17 terrible wringer. So help me out here. Did, did you ever...

18 MADDEN: What, what did my sister call you?

19 INSP. WALSH: Did you, did you ever take any of the cocaine

20 from any of the samples you tested?

21 MADDEN: Not for personal use, no.

22 INSP. WALSH: Well to...that phrase to me, were you selling

23 it?

24 MADDEN: No.

25 INSP. WALSH: If it’s not for personal use.

26 MADDEN: Oh no, god no, no, no, no, no.

6
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i INS?. WALSH: Okay what did you take it for then if it

2 wasn’t for personal use?

3 MADDEN: Well I, I may have taken it for lab standards,

4 that’s the only time I ever took anything.

5 INS?. WALSH: Okay, so you’re saying you’ve never taken any

6 cocaine from evidence, even a small amount for personal use?

7 MADDEN: L..if some fell on the counter or something and it

a was sitting there afterwards, I may have taken that. But no, I

9 didn’t go scoop it out of evidence.

10 INS?. WALSH: Okay.

11 INS?. KELLER: And what would you do with that?

12 MADDEN: That I would use.

•
13 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

14 INS?. WALSH: Okay, so let me tell you the sizes we’re

15 talking about ‘cause that kind of, kind of makes sense. Urn, i

16 mean we’re talking like, two-tenths of a gram, things like that.

17 Does that sound about right? Like I mean, no or?

18 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

19 MADDEN: I mean, I, I’m talking about a case where a bunch

20 of it would fall on the counter and you had a big, big amount of

21 it. And I’d put it away and there was some left on the counter.

22 INS?. WALSH: Okay.

23 MADDEN: That.

24 INS?. WALSH: When...

25 MADDEN: But not scooping it out of the thing, no.

26 INS?. WALSH: Okay, when did you start doing that?

7
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1 MADDEN: Probably last summer.

2 INS?. WALSH: About the same time?

3 MADDEN: [unintelligible] yeah.

4 INS?. WALSH: Is that how you first...is that how this whole

5 cocaine use first started before you went to your friend? Or did

6 you go to your friend first?

7 MADDEN: I don’t remember, probably a friend first.

8 INSP. WALSH: Okay, would it surprise you, would it

9 surprise you if one of the samples was short almost three grams?

10 MADDEN: I don’t know anything about this.

11 INS?. WALSH: Okay.

12 MADDEN: I don’t know about three grams worth.

•
13 INSP. WALSH: Okay, well you’re telling me that things are

14 failing, large packets. What, what do you consider a large alt..

15 MADDEN: Several grams.

16 INS?. WALSH: Okay, so what if I told a twenty-five gram

17 packet.

18 MADDEN: Well, I’m talking about a couple of times if it

19 spilled on the counter, yeah.

20 INS?. KELLER: [unintelligible] showed you one would that

21 help you like, remember?

22 MADDEN: No.

23 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

24 INS?. WALSH: Okay.

25 MADDEN: I mean, am I coming to the point where I need to

26 get a lawyer?

8
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1 INSP. WALSH: That again, I told you we’re not arresting

2 you. You’re free to leave at any time that you want and you don’t

3 have to talk to us. Okay, do you understand that? Whether you

4 want to get an attorney or not, I can’t make that decision.

5 Again, we’re trying to head off this lab thing, okay. I get it,

6 it’s hard, you’ve gone through a lot. Again, like I said, Lois

7 told us generally, she didn’t betray any confidences, about some

8 of the things that you’ve had to go through. But the thing is I

9 want you to think about them and what’s going on here. Monday,

io it’s it for you, you’re, you’re gone, you’re into the wind. But

ii these people have to work there. So if you’re telling me that

12 you didn’t, other than things that spilled, other than things

13 that spilled, if, if you didn’t take anything. Then we...these

14 people, the way things are going with the new chief, you know

15 their jobs under scrutiny. Because if it’s not you then it’s

16 somebody else and there’s only like four people who work there.

17 MADDEN: Have you talked to them? Do you...

18 INSP. WALSH: Yes.

19 MADDEN: I mean...

20 INSP. WALSH: Lois, Lois came forward because there were

21 issues with some of the weights as they were coming back. She

22 had to go through, she was ordered to go through and get random

23 selections. Again, twenty-five envelopes were taken. Eleven of

24 which appeared to be suspicious, re-stapled, re-opened multiple

25 times. And then on top of that when she went to weigh some of

26 them, the majority of which were yours, your cases. But there
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1 was a couple with Tasha’s and there was one or two of Lois’s.

2 don’t know the exact numbers, okay. Lois doesn’t staple her

3 stuff, she paperclips it. So she knows she didn’t staple it shut

4 and re-staple it, okay. So you have a problem at the time, fine.

S But Lois is sitting here, she actually....we had to tell her she

6 had to weigh the last three because she was so frantic. She got

7 so nervous about the pattern she’s finding. So we thought the

8 fastest, easiest way to do this was to come and talk to you

9 voluntarily. Instead of having to go through some big huge

io investigation with search warrants or anything like that, okay.

ii Because we think that, maybe, you have an answer to this and

12 that’s what we’re looking for.

•
13 MADDEN: I don’ t.

14 INSP. KELLER: Do you remember when...

15 MADDEN: I don’t remember any, any of these cases.

16 INSP. KELLER: But do you remember when there was a problem

17 with the keys, there’s only so many people could get into the

18 lockbox. Then you each have a key to a certain locker. And at

19 night you were starting to stay a little bit later than most

20 people.

21 MADDEN: Hbmm.

22 INSP. KELLER: And ah, Tasha I guess realized that her

23 evidence bin was turned all the way around and she talked to Lois

24 about that. Because they were gonna’ have you know, ah, they

25 (were having al situation they were like, uh-oh. If that’s not

26 the way that that chemist left it then maybe somebody’s coming in
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i. there and you said, oh yeah that was me.

2 MADDEN: Yeah t was looking for a report.

3 INSP. KELLER: Right that’s what she told us. Okay well,

4 there’s been a lot of things that...or have been a little different

5 in the months prior to you leaving. You know its like, your

6 behavior, they noticed a change, they know that you were sad you

7 know, or depressed about you know, different things. And, and

8 that you were starting to stay late at night, not at night but

9 after, after hours when everybody else was leaving. And urn, you

10 know, just things just weren’t adding up.

11 MADDEN: I was working after hours.

12 INSP. WALSH: Okay so, no...but not on overtime, right?

•
13 MADDEN: Well sometimes yes, sometimes no. I mean, I would

14 come in, you know, if I came in late you know, a lot of times at

15 night that’s when I was getting stuff done, I was working.

is INSP. WALSH: Okay, going back to the Tasha thing.

17 MADDEN: Okay.

18 INSP. WALSH: The reason that that became suspicious was

19 Tasha’s locker has her samples and evidence envelope in one bin

20 on one shelf and the reports are in another bin.

21 MADDEN: Okay.

22 INSP. WALSH: So, her bins were out of order and disheveled

23 and that’s why she noticed. And thought Lois probably came in to

24 look for something as a supervisor, okay. So why would you need

25 to go through the envelopes when the reports were in a completely

26 separate bin in her locker?

11
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1 MADDEN: t don’t remember, I just remember looking for a

2 report.

3 INSP. WALSH: Let me ask you.

4 MADDEN: I don’t even remember if I found it or not.

5 INSP. WALSH: Well, according to Tasha you said you did

6 find it.

7 MADDEN: Okay.

• 8 INSP. WALSH: But the problem is those reports are kept

9 somewhere else and that report was there. Where at the secretary

10 or the receptionist, so why would you need to go into the locker?

11 MADDEN: Because I thought they were in there.

12 INSP. WALSH: Okay, one other thing though. Is one of the

13 envelopes with cocaine in it, powder cocaine was stapled twice

14 that day, okay. So, it’s as though after the preliminary tests,

15 you got to staple it for your temporary seal, somebody came back

16 re-opened it. It’s one of the ones with missing cocaine, weight

17 wise. So you can see why we’re talking to you. Again, this is

18 going to go back farther and farther and farther and it’s gonna’

19 bring a lot of people.just the habeas writs that are going to

20 come in for people who are gonna’ want to have information about

21 what was on your reports or the weights on reports. It all goes

22 to the court. These are good arrests. You’ve done...according to

23 everybody twenty-nine years of stellar work, okay. Help us get

24 over this hump. Tell us what happened if it’s a mistake; it’s a

25 mistake. But that’s a lot different than if somebody’s in that

26 lab purposely manipulating evidence. Two different things.

12
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1 Somebody who has [unintelligible] caused a mistake for their own

2 personal use as opposed to you know1 some allegation which will

3 be, is the Police Department and the lab and everybody, are

4 framing people and sending them to jail.. Because if the weights

5 are wrong what else is wrong?

6 MADDEN: I don’t know what to say, part of me wants to say,

7 okay yeah I did it just to help this cause but I didn’t.

8 INSP. WALSH: So you didn’t do it at all?

9 MADDEN: No.

10 INSP. WALSH: Other than samples that fell?

11 MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. KELLER: How can you explain it then? How does the

13 Police Department explain all these cases?

14 MADDEN: I don’t know how to explain it, how does Lois

15 explain it?

16 INSP. KELLER: She doesn’t know but the test....they’ve been

17 running tests know for about a week on everybody’s stuff. And

18 it’s mostly they have to say your cases or the ones that came up

19 like, [Smith] cases, they’re double or triple stapled. Which

20 is...she said she didn’t do. It’s like somebody had gone back into

21 it. You know, the thing is that I know things happen, you know•

22 and sometimes maybe the stuff that fell on the counter you know

23 what it was easy to you know, sweep up and maybe you know, take

24 home for later. And then pretty soon you started like, hey that

25 wasn’t you know, that wasn’t hard. And so maybe, it makes me

26 feel better because no one’s going to hand you cocaine for free,

13
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1 okay. Somebody had to pay for it, I don’t know if it was,
2 or who. Well, we might have to go talk to her. But if, if
3 Lhings...if the truth is told okay, then it’s going to help the
4 Police Department. Because then we can figure out when this
5 started, we can start looking into those cases, figuring out. We
6 can go talk to Wendy, figure out if she knew about it. And you
7 know, she’s sad because she didn’t want to testify against you on
8 that DB. You know, she didn’t want a restraining order. In fact,
9 the restraining order says you can still contact her all right,
10 by phone and stuff.

11 MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. KELLER: Okay but so we’re gonna’ go talk to her and
13 talk to your sister, who’s probably not, you know not feeling
14 well.. You know, the search warrant at the rehab center because
15 they did take it from your sister. Okay, they’re gonna’ have some
16 record of that being dropped off. Okay, if they still have the
17 vial, if it’s a vial that came from the Police Department, and
18 you’re admitting that is vials that did come from the Police
19 Department. Okay, now you’ve got embezzlement issues, we don’ t
20 want to deal with all that. If you could, if you could help us
21 out and tell us the truth it. will stop this huge thing and we
22 don’t want it to show up in a newspaper. it, it will be
23 something that hopefully, we can you know, regroup, figure it out
24 and ah, nip at the bud here. But without your cooperation how
25 are we going to do any of that unless we drag all these people
26 through the mud and it’s going to be all over the news. That’s
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1 going to be sad.

2 MADDEN: Yeah but if I admit, just admit to something

3 what’s going to happen to me?

4 INSP. KELLER: I don’t know but at least maybe inside you’ll

5 feel better. You’ll feel like, you know what, I was wrong, I did

s something wrong. But all my life I did something good. And here

7 I just have you know, it’s like you have to almost like, you

8 know, realize that I’m being selfish now if I don’t say and tell

9 the truth. Do you want to be...I, I don’t think that’s the way you

10 want to be, to live, to live out the rest of your life is

ii. [unintelligible] selfish. .1 mean, I don’t know, what did you

12 learn in the rehab? Didn’t they talk about, about you? Sometimes

13 you know, other people are more important sometimes.

14 MADDEN: I mean the...I didn’t take ten grams of cocaine from

15 any case.

16 INSP. WALSH: Okay listen.

17 INSP. KELLER: No.

18 INSP. WALSH: I, I...

19 INSP. KELLER: No one’s saying [no ten grams].

20 INSP. WALSH: Let me clarify that this is...

21 MADDEN: Or whatever you’re saying.

22 INSP. WALSH: This is_Debbie....or Lois was ordered to do

23 this, okay. She didn’t go looking for this, okay. And so we

24 have a bunch of different cases she’s very methodical. Would you

25 say she’s a professional?

26 MADDEN: Yeah, sure.

15
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1 ENSP. WALSH: Okay, so the twenty-five cases she pulled,

2 eleven of them were suspicious and set aside for reanalysis.

3 Eight of this....seven of the eight of those of.... excuse me, seven of

4 the eleven had significant weight loss. One because it was so...the

5 way it was set up, it was easy that you were going to lose the

6 amount based on electrostatic, [it was going] to cling to things,

7 things like that, okay. But we’re talking three-tenths of a

8 gram, point nine-two gram, point one nine, point eleven, point

9 seven-one. We have a big one, two point seven-nine, almost three

10 grams. Okay, the majority, not all of them, not all of them, the

ii majority of them are your cases. You’ re telling that you used

12 cocaine to control your drinking, okay. Yáu tried to take a

13 step. I don’t know how effective it was or not but you tried to

14 take a step to stop that. At the same time that all this is

15 going on before you windup going._and your sister taking you to

16 the rehab, in November through December is when this is popping

17 up. That’s what we’re hoping because they’re talking about is

18 going farther and farther and far€her back. And there maybe

19 something there and there may not be something there, I don’t

20 know, okay. But at least now we know you’ve helped us already.

21 You’ve said, okay I started doing this in the summer, okay. So,

22 we’ll at least take a look through the summer. But what if all

23 of a sudden that’s when it started and the weight is different in

24 all those from the summer? It’s gonna’ come right back to you.

25 If this is a mistake just tell us. If it’s not there’s somebody

26 in there who’s putting people in jail deliberately. Because one

16
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1 is; somebody trying to you know, fee), better, [punch] their pain,

2 I get it. The other is; the lab’s going to lose accreditation,

3 we have a Police Officer, a Lab Director, I don’t know who, who’s

4 putting people in prison. And it wouldn’t be the first time in

s this country. And it will take years for the people in that lab

6 and the San Francisco Police Department to come back from that,

7 even if it’s one person. If this is; my life is out of control,

8 I need to numb myself, that’s one thing. But falsely testifying

9 or you know, doing things like that if it’s somebody else, that’s

10 completely different. And I’m not asking you to admit to

11 something that you didn’t do but I think there’s a problem here.

12 And I just, I mean, it’s gonna’ be years and years of recovery

13 for everybody, okay. If it’s a mistake you just need to tell us

14 it’s a mistake. When did it start, when did it stop, how long do

15 you think you did it? I just, I just need, I just need the help

16 with that. Because if not we’re sending this through

17 this...everybody’ s going to be jumping through hoops. That’ a not

18 how you want to leave this place. I mean, everybody has said that

19 you were at the top of the game for twenty-seven, twenty-nine

20 years. And that you went through some pretty hard things and a

21. lot of people care about you. But you know, I don’ t know, I

22 don’t know what else to say I’m appealing to you. If it, if it’s

23 something that you did, you need to tell us.

24 MADDEN: I didn’t do it.

25 INSP. WALSH: Okay, then help me out in the investigation.

26 what would you look for if you had these results? Who would you

17
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1 be looking at the lab? Who should we focus our attention on?

2 Lois, Tasha, urn...

3 INSP. KELLER: Jim Mudge.

4 INSP. WALSH: Jim Mudge urn, Marty Blake.

5 MADDEN: No.

6 INSP. WALSH: Okay, do you find it strange that these

7 amounts of weights that are considered significant versus

8 something that could be explained away or missing. Do you find

9 that a little strange? Can we start there? Or do you think that

io this is all explainable like, in a scientific way? ‘Cause if it

11 is I don’t know about it please give me that knowledge, please

12 edify.

13 MADDEN: Well I’ve seen tons of times when we reanalysis

14 someone else’s dope, the weights have been way of f.

15 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

16 MADDEN: I mean, I, I’ve seen that.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

18 MADDEN: And so has Lois.

19 INSP. WALSH: Okay, why, why has this never been reported?

20 MADDEN: I don’ t know we just kinda’ just laughed at it.

21 INSP. WALSH: Okay so, what’d you, okay if somebody weighs

22 something.

23 INSP. KELLER: Let’s say on the cocaine...

24 INSP. WALSH: Wait, wait.

25 INSP. KELLER: [unintelligible] heroin.

26 INSP. WALSH: Let’s just stick with the weights in general.

18
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1 If you found something Chat you weighed to be off, that you

2 considered laughable. I mean what...how big of a discrepancy is

3 that?

4 MADDEN: I’ve seen it be off a gram.

5 INSP. WALSH: Okay, and then is how...why were you reweighing

6 it, what would be the purpose of it?

7 MADDEN: Because for reanalysis that was part of our

8 protocol to reweigh stuff.

9 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

10 MADDEN: We always hated doing it because a lot of times it

ii would be off.

12 INSP. WALSH: And now are we talking strictly about cocaine

13 or are you talking about all drugs?

14 MADDEN: Everything.

15 INSP. WALSH: Okay, let’s stick to cocaine. How common was

16 that?

17 MADDEN: It was.

18 INSP. WALSH: Well how common?

19 MADDEN: Well, I mean.

20 INSP. WALSH: Powder cocaine.

21 MADDEN: We didn’t do a lot of powered cocaine but cocaine

22 base it was always way off.

23 INSP. WALSH: But base is crack right?

24 MADDEN: Sometimes with heroin, yeah.

25 INSP. WALSH: Yeah but I want to just talk about power

26 cocaine.

19
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1 MADDEN: I ‘C know.

2 INSP. WALSH: Because the ironic part is, is every one of

3 these weights is powder cocaine. There’s no heroin in here,

4 there’s no methamphetamine. In fact, when all those things were

5 packaged together in one envelope none of that stuff was missing

6 its original weight. Now I know the heroin from what I’ve

7 learned, can fluctuate based on getting sticky and all [glumed]

8 together and marijuana dries out. But it’s only powder cocaine.

9 And you’re telling me that to control your drinking you started

io getting cocaine, which you didn’t buy, from a friend.

11 MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

•
13 MADDEN: And it wasn’t a lot I mean.

14 INS?. WALSH: Okay, but either is this, right? What

15 L..what’s the general possession case go for on powder cocaine?

16 Two-tenths of a gram, right?

17 MADDEN: I don’ t know, I mean I don’ t.

18 INS?. WALSH: Okay well, other than a couple most of them

19 are right around that except for one big one. That’s not a lot,

20 that’s a toot, that’s to get me by in the day. That’s to get me

21 through work.

22 MADDEN: I you know, I don’t know what to day. I, I really

23 don’t I mean, I don’t know if some got spilled or what. I just...

24 INS?. KELLER: Did you...when you spill it let, okay let’ s say

25 I don’t know if that’s common that some falls on the ground and

26 it’s spilled. Do you have to report that?
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1 MADDEN: No, I mean, we never have.

2 INSP. WALSH: You know I know...I noticed that on your

3 testing that your weights when they come in, it says how much you

4 weighed. And you also put it on the lab forms, you know, back to

5 the Narcotics Office and they will testify, go to court. So that

6 all stays the same it’s not till you now, you write all that,

7 that the weights change like, how much is really back...put back in

8 the package. Is that the stuff that would call on the ground?

9 MADDEN: Well it could of, yeah I meam...

10 INSP. KELLER: I know but so the, so it’s still kind of

ii common then that out of twenty-five cases they picked random,

12 you know, because of this problem. Out of eleven of them, the

13 stuff had fallen on the ground then we’re not too good at

14 testing.

15 MADDEN: Well I’m just._

16 INSP. KELLER: [unintelligible].

17 MADDEN: ...I’m just trying to think of something.

18 INSP. KELLER: Right but then there wouldn’t be .too much

19 control and there would be stuff on the ground all day long if

20 that’s [unintelligible] sloppy work, right. I don’t think

21 anybody’s too sloppy, it always looked so immaculately clean down

22 there.

23 MADDEN: Well, I’m just saying that, that you know, maybe

24 that’s part of the explanation for some of this. I just don’t

25 know.

26 INSP. KELLER: But in your cases was that happening a lot?
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i Because it seems like there’s...

2 MADDEN: There were, there were times I would spill tuff,

3 sure.

4 INSP. KELLER: Okay do you, do you make note of that?

5 MADDEN: No.

6 INSP. KELLER: I accidentally...an accidental spillage or

7 something. Then how would we, how would we account for that in

8 court, would you have to tell the court? I don’t understand.

9 MADDEN: Well I’m just saying, I’m just trying to, to...

10 INSP. WALSH: Okay let me ask you a question. If you’re

11 not keeping records of the amount that spills, right. So let’s

12 say, something spills on the floor, whatever that size is. Pick

13 whatever you want in your head. And you get most of it back in

14 the bag or baggie or whatever it is, after your original

15 weighing. When you go to court, you know some was spilled out how

16 do we...

17 MADDEN: No, not always I mean.

18 INSP. WALSH: Okay but if something in front of you spills

19 right.

20 MADDEN: Yeah.

21 INSP. WALSH: And there’s no record of it, right?

22 MADDEN: Right.

23 INSP. WALSH: Is what you’re saying. When you go to court

24 how do you know that you’re actually testifying to that weight?

25 MADDEN: [NO VERBAL RESPONSE].

26 INSP. WALSH: This is what we’re talking about. I mean,
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1 right now where we are is, and, and I have to take your word for

2 it. Is that, our lab is having problems and that maybe a whole

3 review does need to get done even though they just accredited.

4 But you gotta’ look at it from our angle, we have somebody who’s

5 used cocaine, who admits that when it spills sometimes you take

6 just a little. And then your cases, not all these cases are

7 yours I want to reiterate that, having missing amounts. How does

8 that look? What would you do if you were in our position?

9 MADDEN: Have you looked at all other cases in the lab?

10 All the heroins and all that stuff?

11 INSP. WALSH: That’s...

12 MADDEN: And checked all the weights?

•
13 INSP. WALSH: That’s gonna’ be next.

14 INSP. KELLER: Right now we’re just doing cocaine salt.

15 MADDEN: Because I think you’ll see discrepancy in a lot of

16 different cases.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay but...

18 MADDEN: I have when I reanalyzed it.

19 INSP. WALSH: Go back to my original ca...question though,

20 okay. You have all this cocaine in front of you that you’re

21 doing a professional job on. And at the same time you have a

22 friend who’s giving you cocaine that you feel is going to

23 suppress. So who’s paying for the cocaine?

24 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

25 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

26 MADDEN: I mean I didn’t get a lot of it.

23
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1 INSP. WALSH: Okay but it’ s still, I mean, is it...you know,

2 let’s say it’s ten dollars and you said sometimes you’d do it at

3 night, okay. And then all of a sudden you’ re dOing...at some point

4 somebody’s out from summer till whenever. They’re out even if

s it’s ten dollars a line let’s say. Ten lines, that’s a hundred

6 bucks. I mean that’s a pretty good friend. If they’re paying for

7 it. Nobody’s getting this for free. There’s only way you got it

8 for free. There’s only one way you save money. You’re either n

9 the business, you cut it up so much you take yours and you sell

10 it somebody. I don’t think you’re doing that. That’s not what I’m

ii accusing you of. Or you have access to it. So, you’ve already

12 told me that you know, hey if it spills it’s not enough, whatever

13 I went and I did it. But at the same time you’re telling me that

14 of these particular cases that you’ve had, that you have...I mean,

15 three grams you said one gram, three gram difference. Two point

16 nine-two on one case from a twenty-five or twenty-four gram

17 baggie. It’s a lot of weight I mean, do you agree to that?

18 MADDEN: Hhmm. I don’t know what to say.

19 INSP. KELLER: So, can we talk to your friend and maybe

20 she’ll help you out. She’ll say, yeah I gave it to her all the

21 time.

22 INSP. WALSH: We’re not here to arrest her. Okay, I would

23 rather follow the trail that you’re getting free cocaine from a

24 friend then that, that the lab is going sideways.

25 INSP. KELLER: So maybe. if we talk to her and she’s...

26 MADDEN: I did not take those amounts I’ll tell you that.
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INSP. KELLER: Okay you wanna’...

MADDEN: ?½nd...

INSP. KELLER: You wanna’ start and see, you took some

amounts though.

MADDEN: Well like some stuff that spilled, yeah I took

some of that.

INS?. KELLER: Okay.

MADDEN: That I was...that I did not put back in the bag.

INS?. KELLER: Okay.

MADDEN: That I took.

INS?. KELLER: About how often do you think that happened?

MADDEN: Not very.

INS?. KELLER: Once a week? Once a month?

MADDEN: Not even that.

INS?. KELLER: Three times a week?

MADDEN: I mean, I don’ t know.

INS?. KELLER: Urn, okay. Did you still get it from your

friend too?

MADDEN: No.

INS?. KELLER: Okay. ‘Cause you know it’ s hard...

MADDEN: I only got something from somebody one time, I

don’ t even know.

INS?. KELLER: Okay ‘cause we don’ t want to drag people

through this.

MADDEN: I don’t even know this person.

INS?. KELLER: You know what Debbie, we don’ t want to drag

25
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1 you through it either. But a lot’s happened, okay and I think

2 when you were in rehab I think you’re trying to help yourself.

3 That you know you have a problem, all right.

4 MADDEN: Yeah, [I do].

5 INSP. KELLER: And, and rehabs help people with problems.

S MADDEN: Sure.

7 INSP. KELLER: And I think in owning up to things I think

8 your problem, you’re getting better. You’re owning up to things

9 so other people won’t get in trouble. You know, our Police

10 Department is in huge trouble. It’s, it’s going to be turmoil you

ii know. But I think if you tell us the truth, which I think you

12 want to, I think it make you feel better. Okay, I think you’re

13 on the right track here, it’s gonna’ help you and it’s gonna’

14 help us. All right, so one time a friend gave you something

15 maybe at a party or someone comes over and it made you feel

16 better, okay. So there’s not a friend giving it to you on a

17 basis like, you know regular.

18 MADDEN: No.

19 INSP. KELLJ!R: All right so, when you take the stuff from

20 the lab how do you usually get it out?

21 MADDEN:. I just took some in a little, I just...the stuff

22 that spilled.

23 INSP. KELLER: You put into a wax....

24 MADDEN: Yeah.

25 INSP. KETiT.R: A waxy. Okay because at the rehab the vials

26 were in the waxy paper that they use in the crime lab. Not in the
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1 paper bindles like the dealers would have in their pocket. Okay

2 so, we do know that you had a little bit of the waxy paper.

3 MADDEN: Right.

4 INSP. KELLER: Okay and so, when iou take it out of the lab

5 woulcL.okay so, you...are you putting it l5ack in the waxy paper that

6 it originally when you first...

7 MADDEN: Just in the waxy paper.

8 INSP. KELLER: Okay so, the stuff: that you actually put on

9 the scale to, to measure and stuff that paper?

10 MADDEN: Hhmm.

11 INSP. KELLER: Okay. And then would you put some in the

12 vial? You know how you get...

13 MADDEN: Well I guess I did, yeah.

14 INSP. KELLER: Okay. And then woiild you put it in your

15 purse or your pocket or something to leave the lab at night?

16 MADDEN: [Just had] a little in my pocket.

17 INSP. KELLER: Okay, in the paper?

18 MADDEN: Yeah.

19 INSP. KELLER: Okay. And then, how, how often do you think

20 that was occurring?

21 MADDEN: Very it....not often, not àften at all.

22 INSP. KELLER: But it, it, it wag:more than once a week.

23 Towards the end there toward...you know, towards the time when you

24 actually went to rehab. Remember when:yousre neighbor found you?

25 And everybody was really concerned and worried about you. Was a

26 little more by, by...at that point?
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1 MADDEN: I was drinking.

2 INSP. KELLER: Yeah, so was your cocaine use getting a

3 little bit more concentrated? Less, do you think?

4 MADDEN: Oh yeah, it was drinking.

5 INS?. KELLER: What did you like you to drink, what would

6 you drink?

7 MADDEN: Wine.

8 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

9 MADDEN: I drink lots of wine.

10 INSP. KELLER: All right.

11 MADDEN: At the end I was drinking rum.

12 INS P. KELLER: Okay.

13 MADDEN: I was drinking alcohol, that’s my drug my choice.

14 INSP. KELLER: Okay. So, at the times that you were taking

15 the cocaine from the lab was it, okay starting summer time, you

16 say. Do you think it was before then at all?

17 MADDEN: No.

18 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

19 MADDEN: No, [just a little bit]

20 INS?. KELLER: Okay, but you don’ t think anything in 2008?

21 MADDEN: No.

22 INS?. KELLER: 2007?

23 MADDEN: [God] no, no, no.

24 INS?. KELLER: Okay so, when is a little bit...let’s start

25 back, when, when was the first time you took it? Maybe May 2009?

26 Can you remember like a date of something that happened to you?

28
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i. Was it when the Wendy thing happened?

2 MADDEN: Thething happened in 2007.

3 INSP. WALSH: Okay.so, what made you start in summer of

4 2009? Was there something that happened in your life that made

you sad?

6 MADDEN: I didn’t want anybody to notice I was drinking.

7 So if I have a little bit of that, that I got from the counter, I

8 didn’t scoop it up it was just...I did not do that. You know, if

9 some of it you know, fell on the counter after I put the stuff

io away rather than just throw it in the garbage. Which is what I

ii normally did, yeah I take a little bit of that.

12 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

13 MADDEN: That I’ll admit to.
V

14 INSP. KELLER: All right. But what month do you think that

15 happefied, started happening?

16 MADDEN: Around the fall.

17 INSP. KELLER: Okay so, after the summer of 2009?

18
V

MADDEN: Yeah.

19 INSP. KELLER: So what maybe July or August?

20 MADDEN: I don’t...

21 INSP. KELLER: Like if we go back and check your

22 [unintelligible].

23 MADDEN: [unintelligible] October.

24 INSP. KELLER: Okay, October of 2009?

25 MADDEN: Yeah.

26 INSP. KELLER: Okay, if we go back ‘cause urn, the...March is
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1 the spring where they take...in the spring, the end of March is

2 when they take and they destroy the drugs. Okay so, that’s

3 coming up soon. We’ve stopped all that okay so, we still...they

4 have...they didn’t destroy it yet, they still have it back from

s about mid—October 2007. Okay so, we can go back and still test

6 or I’m sorry, 2008. So we can go back and still..they’re gonna’

7 test everything that you worked on. Since they...because those

8 drugs are still in the property room they have not been destroyed

9 yet, okay.

10 MADDEN: Okay.

11 INSP. KELLER: So if we go back to about October 2008 every

12 case ‘cause that’s what they’re going to do.

13 INS?. WALSH: 2009.

14 INSP. KELLER: No to 2008 ‘cause they still have the drugs.

15 INS?. WALSH: Oh, right.

16 INS?. KELLER: They haven’ t destroyed them, they didn’ t

17 destroy them. Urn, how many times do you think we’re gonna’ find

18 discrepancies in those tests, a lot?

19 MADDEN: I have no idea, I have no idea.

20 INS?. KELLER: But you’re saying since October of 2009 is

21 when you started taking the stuff that fell out.

22 MADDEN: Yeah.

23 INSP. KELLER: So we shouldn’t find anything back in March

24 of 2009.

25 MADDEN: Well I don’ t know what you’ll find because there

26 are weighing discrepancies.
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1 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

2 MADDEN: And I’ve seen it.

3 INS?. KELLER: Would it be a lot more apparent after October

4 2009?

MADDEN: You know you’re just gonna’ have to go back and

6 check all of these.

7 INS?. KELLER: I know we have to.

8 MADDEN: And, and you will find discrepancies.

9 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

10 MADDEN: Just from weighing. I have.

11 INS?. KELLER: But a lot more in your cases or everybody’s?

12 MADDEN: No I mean, I used to find them.

13 INS?. KELLER: We just want to know where the starting point

14 should be.

15 MADDEN: We used to find them...the weighing, weighing errors

16 we used to find a lot in urn, Frances Woo’s cases.

17 INS?. KET.T.1R: Okay.

18 MADDEN: So I think he was just really sloppy.

19 INS?. KET,TiR: Okay urn, but do you think he was taking it

20 home?

21 MADDEN: No, I don’t...no.

22 INS?. KELLER: Okay.

23 MADDEN: I don’ t think so, I mean I don’ t know.

24 INS?. KELLER: What about Tasha? What do you think about

25 her?

26 MADDEN: Doubt it, no.
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1 INSP. KELLER: And Lois?

2 MADDEN: No. I mean, I don’t know. I don’t think so I mean,

3 I...

4 INSP. KELLER: Do you feel those were people that caii..that

s you could trust?

6 MADDEN: Well, yeah.

7 INSP. KELLER: Okay. Did you have trouble with any of them?

8 MADDEN: Uh-uh.

9 INSP. KELLER: All right, so the personal relationships and

10 all that were fine?

11 MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. KET.T.PR: Okay, that’s what they said about you.

•
13 MADDEN: But I think if you go back and reweigh cases you

14 are going to find discrepancies.

15 INSP. KELLER: Okay but...

16 MADDEN: You will, I know you will.

17 INSP. KELt.1!R: We just don’t know, what we...I think the best

18 thing for us to do is try to figure out when the discrepancies

19 might start. So we have a starting point where to start looking.

20 MADDEN: Well I think you’re gonna’ see discrepancies all

21 along throughout the yeazs.

22 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

23 MADDEN: ‘Cause I have when I’ve...and you can ask Lois. You

24 reweigh somebody’s cases and they’re sometimes way off.

25 INSP. KELLER: Okay, on cocaine salt?

26 MADDEN: On anything.
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1 INSP. KELLER: All right, but you know for sure that you did

2 not take anything before October of 2009?

3 MADDEN: Right.

4 INSP. KELLER: Okay, you’re sure on that, okay.

5 MADDEN: Yeah.

6 INSP. KELLER: [Without a doubt], nothing before...

7 MADDEN: I mean I...

8 INSP. KELLER: Do you remember like...

9 MADDEN: Not that I...

10 INSP. KELLER: Huh?

11 MADDEK: I mean I’m talking about stuff that’s, that’s

12 spilled and I normally would just throw in the trash. That’ S

•
13 what t’m.talking about.

14 INSP. KELLER: Right. But you didn’t start taking some

15 stuff home until October of 2009?

16 MADDEN: I guess, yeah.

17 INSP. KELLER: Okay. V

18 MADDEN: I just don’t remember.

19 INSP. KELLER: Okay like, around how Halloween or something?

20 I always try to put stuff around holidays ‘cause I remember

21 better.

22 MADDEN: I just don’ t remember. I don’t.

23 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

24 MADDEN: I mean I can’ t...

25 INSP. KET.T.R: That’s okay, that’s okay. All right and were

26 you afraid at first when you started putting it in your pocket?
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I MADDEN: Well I considered it waste so I, I, I didn’t

2 really thinic about it.

3 INSP. KELLER: But it wasn’t falling on the floor like it

4 would end up with like, you know, dirt or stuff on your shoes,

5 right. It was falling on the counter.

6 MADDEN: Right.

7 INSP. KELLER: And those counters are they pretty well

8 cleaned before each testing?

9 MADDEN: I always kept mine pretty clean.

10 INSP. KELLER: Okay so then...

11 MADDEN: But there’s other stuff on there, yeah.

12 INS?. KELLER: But then you knew that the stuff that fell

13 out was going to be somewhat clean. So, you wouldn’ t put it back

14 in the...

15 MADDEN: No a lot of...and a lot, of time when I finally

16 thing...got things packaged up and there was stuff like scattered

17 all around.

18 INS?. KELLER: Urn, like what kind of stuff?

19 MADDEN: Powder or something and especially from cocaine

20 sat because it’s so fine.

21 INS?. KET.LPR: Okay, i.im.

22 MADDEN: Do you record this?

23 INS?. KELLER: Yeah.

24 INS?. WALSH: Yes.

25 MADDEN: Without my permission?

26 INS?. KELLER: Well, you knew that were the police.
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1 MADDEN: Yeah but you should have said something.

2 INSP. WALSH: We you know, it’s up to you. But I mean we

3 don’t, we actually don’t have to tell anybody we’re recording.

4 The reason we record is because, and that’s why it’s out in the

5 open I’m not trying to hide it.

6 MADDEN: I just noticed it.

7 INSP. WALSH: Oh, the reason we record is because we can’t

8 jot down, you know you speak a hundred, what is it like, a

9 hundred and twenty words a minute so we record everything. And

10 that also protects you too because like I said, we’re not

ii arresting you. You, you know, you’re free to go, you don’t have

12 to answer the questions. That’s why I tell you that so there’s

13 no misunderstanding, okay. I. I...that’s, that’s the whole point

14 of this. So you can’t.. .1 can’t attribute anything to you that

15 you didn’t say and you can’t attribute to me that I didn’t say.

16 That’s, that’s it, it’s for everybody’s protection.

17 MADDEN: But this is going to come back again on me, right?

18 INSP. WALSH: I don’ t know what’ s gonna’ happen. I honestly

19 don’t. I, I, I can say that. What I, what I do know is, is that

20 the concern, the real point and concern on all this is, when did

21 it start, is it a person, multiple people, is it sloppy, is it

22 sloppy lab work or something? The reason that we started talking

23 to you first and we did talk to Tasha, we did talk to Lois and

24 the reason is, is because of that you wound up in the rehab and

25 your sister was very concerned, very concerned. And for somebody

26 to have a vial of cocaine and, and the paper and all that it
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1 naturally would lead I think even any average person to say hey,

2 let’s go talk to this person first. Because we know that there’s

3 a problem, a lot of the cases are yours and a lot of what you’re

4 telling us seems pretty plausible, okay. You know, it’s a lot

5 different than you making up weights, right and saying yeah this

6 guy had it, you know. I don’ t know if it applies to the State

7 but I know at the Federal level you know, different weights,

8 different sizes mean different things. So like, you know, it’s

9 not like you’re saying well I want this guy to go to State

10 prison, right, for sales versus mere possession or something like

ii that. I mean, that’s not what you’re doing right? This is...

12 MADDEN: [But what .did you say] I was thinking about

13 something else?

14 INSP. WALSH: I’m just saying that, you’re not, you

15 weren’t...

is MADDEN: I’m not setting anybody up.

17 INSP. WALSH: Right. That’s the simplest way you were much

18 more concise than I am.

19 MADDEN: I never did that, I mean.

20 INSP. WALSH: Right, no I, I.._

21 MADDEN: And I’m not even taking these I mean, I don’ t know

22 about these large amounts, I don’t.

23 INSP. WALSH: Well what do you consider a large amount?

24 MADDEN: Well, when you said two point nine grams, I don’t

25 know about that.

26 INSP. WALSH: Okay.
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1 MADDEN: I don’t know what happened to that.

2 INS?. WALSH: am, okay.

3 MADDEN: And when...

4 INS?. WALSH: Co ahead.

5 MADDEN: And I said if you go back you will see weighing

6 [unintelligiblel you will see discrepancies.

7 INS?. WALSH: But let, let...

8 MADDEN: I have.

9 INS?. WALSH: Let me, let me, let me just point this out to

10 you.

11 MADDEN: Ask Lois.

12 INS?. WALSH: Lois, listen. On, on the day in which you

13 went into Tasha’s locker.

14 MADDEN: Okay.

15 INS?. WALSH: Urn, the amount of loss was like point nine-

16 two. Which is more than what everybody’s kind of saying is, I

17 mean you really have to drop some right? I mean, that’s almost a

ia whole gram of powder cocaine. So that’s why we’re coming back to

19 you. If, if this is...

20 MADDEN: I did not go into her locker and steal cocaine

21 that day.

22 INS?. WALSH: I’m saying this is what pointed us. You’re in

23 the locker on the day in which one of the envelopes was in that

24 locker.

25 MADDEN: Okay.

26 INS?. WALSH: Okay and then the fact that we know that you
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i wound up at rehab and that these things were found. And your

2 sister threw out more, she said she threw more out into the

3 garbage. Which is fine, she’s trying to protect you, she’s tryinc
4 to help you. But we’re saying is again,...

5 MADDEN: There wasn’t that._I’m sorry but I don’t even know
6 what she’s talking about. There wasn’t even that amount.

7 INSP. KELLER: She found the papers and the bindles and
a stuff. And she just, she went and cleaned out your place you
9 know.

10 INSP.. WALSH: She was looking for bottles.

11 MADDEN: [unintelligible].

12 INSP. WALSH: She was looking if you stashed bottles or
13 something like that. So when she was doing that she found...
14 MADDEN: Can I ask you a question. Did she call you?
15 INSP. WALSH: No she didn’t call us.

16 MADDEN: Then how, what is the source of thj?

17 INSP. WALSH: She called your, she called your office to
18 report that you were going into rehab and this is the reason why.
19 Because you had to say why, why isn’t Deborah at work.

20 INSP. KELLER: ‘Cause you called to begin with and said you
21 got into a little fender bender you wouldn’t be into work. And
22 so I guess she probably knew that and so she called and just to
23 clarify, hey listen I’m going to take my sister to rehab.

24 MADDEN: I mean I don’t...i can honestly say I don’t remember
25 any of that because I was very drunk.

26 INSP. WALSH: Okay.
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i tNSP. ECELLER: She’s being a good sister, all right. She

2 went to your place, she wanted to clean out the bottles.

3 MADDEN: And there were plenty of those and all this other

4 stuff...

s INSP. KELLER: She wanted to get it ready for you to come

6 back home and get a fresh start, okay. And then she found

7 bindle, bindle and paper and a vial. She didn’t know what to do

8 with it, she took it down to the rehab center. And just to let

9 them know that maybe the issue of you passing out and the

10 neighbor finding you and all that, didn’t just have to do with

ii alcohol. There’s also some drugs involved maybe too. And you

12 know what, I don’t know what kind of drugs this are...these are,

13 but she wanted the rehab to know everything about you so they

14 could help your situation. That’s, that’s a good sister.

15 MADDEN: Yeah but when I was tested at the reha.b I, I was

16 clean for everything. There were no drugs or anything.

17 INSP. KELLER: Well cocaine goes out of your system it

18 doesn’t take long for it to go out of your system.

19 MADDEN: Well 1._at the_.I was not using cocaine I could tell

20 you that for a fact [unintelligible].

21 INSP. WALSH: But right, that’s fine. We’re not here to...

22 MADDEN: I mean...

23 INSP. WALSH: ...right, you had been, you had been out. I

24 mean what day did your sister come over and, and take you away

25 from your house? Right so, you went into rehab I think like, what

26 on the 16th or something?
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1 MADDEN: 15t, the day after the 49er game.

2 INSP. WALSH: Okay, and so when do you think the last time

3 you used cocaine was before that? I mean it doesn’t stay...

4 MADDEN: I was not using cocaine during that time at all.

INSP. WALSH: Okay when do you think...

MADDEN: t was just simply drinking and hiding in my room.

7 INSP. WALSH: When do you think you stopped using cocaine?

8 MADDEN: [unintelligible].

9 INSP. WALSH: Well what’s a long time?

10 MADDEN: A (unintelligible] time, I can’t remember.

11 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

12 MADDEN: I mean, I was a mess.

13 INSP. WALSH: Okay well see this is...

14 MADDEN: I’ d been drinking and drinking and...

15 INSP. WALSH: Well okay so you show up to work, what I’m

16 saying...what we’re saying is, if it’s a mistake, great. But

17 you’re, you’re, kind of on one hand you’re, you’re telling me

18 that I absolutely didn’t do this. But then on the other, you

19 don’t remember. So I mean, is there a possibility that because

20 of what you were going through and, and the drinking that you

21 don’t remember taking these items?

22 MADDEN: No, I told you what I took. If I took stuff that

23 spilled on the counter.

24 INSP. WALSH: Right, okay. But what I’m saying is you

25 don’t know the timeline ‘cause you, you, you’re...

26 MADDEN: No I don’t.
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I INSP. KELLER: From like October.

2 MADDEN: I don’t remember.

3 INSP. KELLER: Till December.

4 MADDEN: I mean, it couldn’t have happened that often

5 because..

S INSP. KELLER: Okay so...

7 MADDEN: I mean.

8 INSP. KELLER: ...we should look though on those cases from

9 October 2009 till December I think it’s 8th, 2009. Wasn’t that

10 your last day of work?

1]. MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. KELLER: So, that would give us a period of about

13 what, two months, two and a half months?

14 MADDEN: I guess, yeah.

15 INSP. KELLER: Do you think that, that’s when most of this

16 happened?

17 MADDEN: Yeah.

18 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

19 MADDEN: But I’m talking you know, I’m not talking about

20 these I mean, when you’re talking about these discrepancies and

21 these other cases I don’t know.

22 INSP. WALSH: Well what if these were the cases that

23 spilled, is my point, I’m not saying necessarily.

24 MADDEN: Well I mean I’m. . . the only ones I remember are

25 like big cases. I mean if there was a small little case I mean,

26 I’m...
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1 INSP. WALSH: Well what’s a big case, what’s a big case of
2 powder cocaine?

3 MADDEN: Well when you’re putting it back and it spills a1
4 over everything.

5 INSP. WALSH: Okay but what’s a big case like, size-wise
6 that you’re talking about?

7 MADDEN: Several grams, you know.

8 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

9 MADDEN: And if it falls on the counter.

10 INSP. WALSH: Most of these, most of these are several
11 grams.

12 MADDEN: Okay.

•
13 INSP. WALSH: One is twenty-five. One had a package of
14 twenty-five, twenty-four and I think maybe ten. I mean that’s a
15 lot of powder in three different things in one case. Right
16 but...and this is over time and I’m not saying they’re huge
17 amounts. I’m not trying to hide anything from you. The
18 difference...these are the differences.

19 MADDEN: Well, I don’t...

20 INSP. WALSH: This is the biggest one, you’re focused on
21 that but there’ a, there’ a these. Okay and, and, and...
22 MADDEN: You know I’m sorry I really don’t, from what I’ve
23 seen in the past, I don’t think those are big discrepancies.
24 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

25 MADDEN: ‘Cause I’ve seen that in cases.

26 INSP. WALSH: Okay but if this...
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1 MADDEN: I, I didn’t do a whole, I didn’t clean the counte
2 daily or weekly or anything like that. It didn’t happen a lot.
3 INSP. WALSH: Okay and, and it...

4 MADDEN: [unintelligible]

5 INSP. WALSH: ...what if this is it? What if these are the
G eight cases that things spilled out of over that period of time?
7 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

8 INSP. WALSH: I’m not...but what I’m saying is, I’m not
9 saying, I’m not trying to put you on the spot. What I’m saying
10 is, you’re telling me again, that you don’t remember. But I’m
ii. telling you and you’ re telling me that these aren’ t big deals but
12 at the same time that you’re taking. So maybe we have the cases

•
13 that something spilled out of and that you used and maybe we
14 don’ t. I don’ t know.

15 MADDEN: Neither do I.

16 INSP. WALSH: But I do know that at some point you were
17 taking a little bit home you know, and doing whatever. So that’s
18 why I’m asking. If I can jog your memory that helps everybody
19 out, right. If you could say and I know you’re not going to be
20 able to say this, but I’m using this as an illustration. If you
21 could say you know, the case number that ends in you know, 000. I
22 know that was a big case or remember ‘cause it was such a big
23 case and it fell on the ground when I dropped it by accident and
24 I, I know I took some home that day. Well, if we can find that
25 case and there’s a discrepancy that explains it, right. But

26 right now, we have cases that you’ re...that you don’ t remember
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i which is fair. But at the same time like, you know, Lois one of

2 her cases that’s suspicious which is during your time period that

3 you think you were doing cocaine. Paperclips [unintelligible] or

4 temporary stuff, she doesn’t staple it, doesn’t staple it and

s they were stapled. You’re cases are stapled.

5 MADDEN: Yeah.

7 INSP. WALSH: There’s a couple of caseá that are, are

8 stapled numerous times and reopened and closed and reopened and

9 they are missing things. They’re missing a certain amount of

10 weight. So naturally if you’re again, I’m not here to make you

ii feel bad. I’m not here to, to coax something out of you that you
12 didn’t do. You’ve been pretty truthful, you’re saying hey the

13 opportunity arose, I did it. But again, we need to follow up

14 because again, you say everybody seems to be on the up and up

15 with the lab. But what if somebody is then, who, who should we

16 look at if it’s not you?

17 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

18 INSP. KELLER: Who do you think is re-stapling?

19 MADDEN: On my case I would re-staple if I had to go in and

20 do something.

21 INSP. KELLER: Like sometimes you have to recheck?

22 MADDEN: Yeah I’ve done that a lot. I’ll open mine and re

23 staple I mean, I don’ t...that’s not a...I mean I...

24 INSP. KELLER: All right, how many times do you think you

25 took some of the waxed paper and put some cocaine in that? How

26 many times do you think you might have taken that home, five...
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MADDEN: Maybe five.

INSP. KELLER: ...ten? Five only?

MADDEN: Yeah.

INSP. KELLER: Okay.

MADDEN: I mean, I...

INSP. KELLER: You think more like twelve?

MADDEN: No.

INSP. KELLER: Why do you think five, how’d you come to

that?

MADDEN: Because it wasn’t many times and this is when you

know, a big amount spilled and I thought you know, rather than

just throw in the trash yeah I...

INSP. KELLER: Okay so.

MADDEN: But I did not scoop any ‘out of cases. I did not go

Was it only cocaine salt or did you ever

...any type of pot or?

no, no.

Crystal meth, anything like that?

No speed? i just have to ask.

Okay so, how about when you took the vials,

•L

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

.
•26
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into any...

INSP. KELLER:

MADDEN: No.

INSP. KELLER:

MADDEN: No,

INSP. KELLER:

MADDEN: No.

INSP. KELLER:

MADDEN; No.

INSP. KELLER:

were they full?

MADDEN: No.
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1 INS?. KELLER: Are’bhey are empty vials?

2 MADDEN: And I actually...I had some vials at home that I

3 actually used for some of my, working on models.

4 INS?. KELLER: Models?

5 MADDEN: Plastic models.

6 INS?. KELLER: Oh like cars and stuff?

7 MADDEN: Yeah.

8 INS?.. KELLER: What you put the glue in there?

9 MADDEN: No sometimes I would mix paint in there.

10 INS?. KELLER: Uh-ha.

11 MADDEN: Or sometimes I’d put little parts in there.

12 INS?. KELLER: Okay so, about five times. If we go, if we

13 brought all the cases to you where we felt stuff was missing

14 would you be able to pick out the five cases?

15 MADDEN: No.

16 INS?. KELLER: ‘Cause you don’t remember.

17 MADDEN: Right.

18 INS?. KELLER: Yeah.

19 MADDEN: I have no idea.

20 INS?. KELLER: Okay. The urn, stuff that your sister brought

21 down to the rehab do you remember urn, how many days before you

22 went into rehab that you...

23 MADDEN: No.

24 INSP. KELLER: ...brought that home?

25 MADDEN: tjh-uh.

26 INS?. KELLER: Okay. Do you remember bringing that one
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1 home?

2 MADDEN: No, in fact I didn’t even know it was there.

3 INSP. KELLER: All right.

4 INSP. WALSH: Urn, you know again, we’re not here to hammer
5 you. And as I told you the whole time, we’re asking you to

6 voluntarily talk to us. And again, I reiterated again, we’re not
7 arresting you. [Unintelligible] free to talk, you’re free to
8 leave. You don’t have to answer any questions. But again, this
9 is like two prongs right. There, there’s a prong of; is somebody
io doing something that they shouldn’t be doing in regards to this
ii weight. And if that’s the case how do we...what’d we do with the
12 la.b. Or is this Just a question of; is the lab going sideways, is
13 there a problem there. So, we had to talk to you ancL.

14 MADDEN: Okay I understand that but I still I’m...what I tell
15 you and I’m saying this for any other self-serving reason except
16 I have seen it, Lois has seen it urn, when we have re, reweighed
17 stuff to do a reanalysis the weights have come back different.
18 They have and there’ve been some large amounts too and I...on any
19 cases. And with that being said you know, this is kind of the
20 stuff that you could be looking at in anybody’s cases including
21 mine.

22 INSP. KELLER: Can we go back to, remember how you started
23 off in the beginning and testing started in fall of ‘09, the

24 quality control testing.

25 MADDEN: We don’ t, you know it may have...

26 £NSP. KELLER: Was that Jim Mudge?
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

-

____________

MADDEN: [Let me (unifltelligibjej let me think].

INSP. KELLER: Okay ‘cause we’ll ask him and he’ll know what

we’re talking about then. That certain amounts are put into

vials for testing and quality control.

MADDEN: Yeah, I mean.

INSP. KELLER: Who are we...what kind of quality control?

MADDEN: Well, the idea was we were supposed to back up

crystal tests with instrumental methods, that was one thing. And

the other thing was we were...

INSP. KELLER: Crystal tests with what kind of methods?

MADDEN: Urn, instrumental and the other thing that we were

doing or started to do and then we ran out of time or I ran out

of time was to take some samples of Cocaine salt and urn, run them

on the IR.

INSP. KELLER: Okay what’s IR stand for?

MADDEN: To give [unintelligible) infrared. And I know I

pulled some out for that in some cases.

INSP. KELLER: And that was ordered, that those testings

were ordered by?

MADDEN: Well that was just what we were going to do to

um...he’ll know what I’m talking about.

INSP. KELLER: Yeah.

INSP. WALSH: Let me ask you a question.

MADDEN: And I, I never got around to doing a lot of that.

I would pull some samples out and I never got around to that and

I just [unintelligible] and I just end up throwing that
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1. [unintelligible] away. And I did throw that stuff away.

2 INS?. WALSH: Well let me asic you...

3 INS?. KELLER: Do you remember when, when you pulled those

4 samples?

5 MADDEN: It was all during this time.

INS?. WALSH: But let me ask you a question; where would

7 that..how would you document that? That which...how do you know...

8 MADDEN: Well I didn’t document it, we just...I would just

9 write on the vial and then set the vial aside.

10 INSP. WALSH: Would that explain why some things might have

ii been opened and reopened?

12 MADDEN: Maybe.

13 INS?. WALSH: That you were doing quality assurance.

14 MADDEN: Maybe, yeah.

15 INS?. KELLER: You know you said you pulled, pulled some

16 vials aside but then in the end you threw the vials away.

17 MADDEN: Yeah I did.

18 INS?. KELLER: Well where do those vials of cocaine start

19 with, how do we_.what, what tests or what, what person would have

20 their vials taken out of their [unintelligible]?

21 MADDEN: Well I would, I would....I had some...I didn’t do it

22 long. I put some aside to test and I never had a chance to test

23 those on the IR.

24 INS?. KELLER: But you had put them in vials?

25 MADDEN: Yes.

26 INS?. KELLER: Okay you would put some in vials.
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1 MADDEN: I think so, yeah.

2 INSP. KELLER: Put, okay.

3 MADDEN: Yeah.

4 INSP. KELLER: Put cocaine salt in vials to test for this

5 quality control. And who ordered you to do the quality control?

6 MADDEN: Well there’s two things. There’s the quality

7 control.

8 INS P. KELLER: Uh- ha.

9 MADDEN: And it was decided that we would do this and I

10 forget...

11 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

12 MADDEN: ...how many times we were supposed to do it. One a. 13 day maybe. Then there was a period of time where we just did it

14 once a week.

15 INSP. KELLER: One per day.

16 MADDEN: But there were times that we would do this.

17 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

18 MADDEN: And that was for other samples too.

19 INSP. KELLER: All right but let’s go to the cocaine salt.

20 So, so let me write this down so I have it, okay. So, the

21 cocaine salt you would put some into vials for the testing.

22 MADDEN: HIUnTn.

23 INSP. KELLER: But then you said you never got around to the

24 testing and so you would throw...

25 MADDEN: Well no, no okay that...

26 INSP. KELLER: ...the vials away.
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1 MADDEN: Wait. For the...okay there was...for the quality

2 control.

3 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

4 MADDEN: That, that I did but that, that was for other

S samples for anything.

6 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

7 MADDEN: It could have been for meth, you know, generally I

8 did do cocaine because it was (just easier].

9 INSP. KELLER: Okay so, let’s, let’s work on the cocaine

10 salt.

11 MADDEN: Yeah because...

12 INS P. KELLER: Okay, so.

13 MADDEN: ...[unintelligible] cocaine based.

14 INSP. KELLER: Who told you to do these quality control

15 testing?

16 MADDEN: It was decided I guess by Lois. I mean, we were,

17 we were kind of doing that for years and then we kind of got away

18 for_from it and then I remember we kind of got back into it.

19 INSP. KELLER: Okay so, that was around the fall of 2009?

20 MADDEN: Yeah.

21 INSP. KELLER: Okay so you_where would you get the sample,

22 the control sample, what are you getting it from?

23 MADDEN: My case.

24 INSP. KELLER: Okay, was this before or after it was

25 weighed?

26 MADDEN: I think it would be weighed and then you do your
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i. testing and [then you] take you sample.

2 INSP. KELLER: Weighed first?

3 MADDEN: And then for a while...

4 INSP. KELLER: Weighed and tested first right?

MADDEN: Yeah and then for another thing, for a while I was

6 pulling some, I’m trying to think it was just cocaine salt,

7 right.

8 DAVE: Would you weigh the sample that you took out for

9 testing?

10 INSP. KELLER: Yeah she said she would weigh it.

11 MADDEN: Yeah.

12 INSP. KELLER: And test it first.

13 MADDEN: And then for the infrared...

14 DAVE: Would you, would you weigh the portion that you

15 took out for the infrared test?

16 MADDEN: No, no we never did that. We would..,.

17 [Overlapping Speech].

18 INSP. KELLER: When you say we, who are you talking about?

19 MADDEN: The, the lab.

20 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

21 INSP. WALSH: In the ideal world okay, in the ideal lab

22 world, were you supposed to put that cocaine back?

23 MADDEN: No.

24 INSP. WALSH: So, we._it, it, it is a common practice in

25 labs to take a certain amount, whatever that amount may, do you

26 know what generally amount you would need for infrared?
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1 MADDEN: No I and I’m just saying that there was some cases

2 that I did that on for a period of time. I did take some out to

3 run the infrared on it. That was my intention and I never got
4 around to doing that.

INSP. WALSH: What, what if, what if, what if you’re doing

6 these quality assurance tests...

7 MADDEN: Okay there’s quality assurance, that got done.

8 I’m talking about doing this other instrumental method.

9 INSP. WALSH: Okay what if you’re doing this other

10 instrumental method did you always do it on your own cases or did

11 you do...

12 MADDEN: Yeah.

13 INSP. WALSH: ...other cases, other people’s cases?

14 MADDEN: No, I did it on my own, right.

15 INSP. WALSH: So, the reason I’m asking is if you’re, if

16 you’re trying to do these tests to confirm things on samples that
17 you’ve already done a first time what with these other methods.

18 I mean, wouldn’t it be better to have somebody else test it so

19 you have two different set of eyes looking at the, the situation?

20 As opposed to the same person doing...

21 MADDEN: No for the, for the QC, no. that’s not the way we

22 did it towards the end of my tenure there.

23 INSP. KELLER: Are you talking about QC or the IR?

24 INSP. WALSH: I don’t know what either test is to be honest

25 with you. So, my...

26 MADDEN: Okay, QC is quality control.
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1 INSP. WALSH:. Okay.

2 MADDEN: And what that is for urn, it’s rechecking the
3 crystal test. You do the crystal test.

4 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

5 MADDEN: And for a while there I mean, there’ s...you could da
6 it this way. You could do your crystal test and if someone’s
7 hanging around they could come check your crystals and say, oh
8 yeah those are...those crystals are good. And then sign off on it
9 so we had like, a second reader.

10 INSP. KELLER: Are you talking about the crystals in the
ii. cocaine or the crystals in your weight, the scales and all that?
12 MADDEN: No, no, no.

13 INSP. KELLER: What’s the crystals? We don’t know what that
14 iS.

15 MADDEN: Okay, microcrystalline test, do you understand
16 what these are, those are?

17 INSP. KELLER: No that’s why you’re the chemist and I’m the
is [cop].

19 MADDEN: Microcrystalline tests are when you test a sample
20 of a powder with a reagent it forms crystals. You look at the
21 crystals underneath a microscope. Crystals that are formed are
22 very distinctive for, and very recognizable for that combination
23 of the reagent and that drug.

24 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

25 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

26 MADDEN: Okay now, to check that method for a while there
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1 what we were doing is if you had someone kind of loose that could

2 come check your crystals under the microscope after you checked

3 them they could say, oh yeah those are them and they could co

4 sign it. And that would be like a quality control check. The idea

5 was to do a quality control check like 10% of the cases.

6 INSP. KELLER: Like to see what’s going on out there in the

7 city like, what people are selling?

S MADDEN: No, just to, just to say that I was doing it

9 right.

10 INSP. KELLER: Oh, oh.

MADDEN: Or so you were doing it right and you’re doing it

12 right.

13 INS P. WALSH: Okay.

14 MADDEN: Urn, towards the end as I remember urn, rather than

15 doing that, grabbing somebody ‘cause it was very hard to grab

16 someone. Urn, I would do...we would do the crystal test on the

17 substance and then take a sample of it and run the GC

18 [unintelligible]. That would be an instrumental method. So then...

19 INSP. KELLER: GC what?

20 MADDEN: [Maspect] GCMS.

21 INSP. KELLER: GC.

22 MADDEN: And so then you would have my results saying, I

23 got it by the crystal test. And you have a piece of paper

24 showing the instrumental method that confirmed both the presence

25 of cocaine [unintelligible].

26 INSP. KELLER: GCMS is an instrumental method. Okay and then
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1 IR, the infrared would be done...

2 MADDEN: That’s something, something separate.

3 INS?. KELLER: Okay I understand.

4 MADDEN: Okay we got these infrareds.

5 INS?. KELLER: Uh-ha.

6 MADDEN: They had to be validated.

7 INS?. KELLER: I-thmm.

MADDEN: Which means with the new ones you had to run a

9 bunch of different I guess it was, I can remember cocaine salts.

10 But I guess, I think it’s supposed to be meth, methamphetamine,

ii. but I remember doing cocaine salts. And so the idea was that

12 each of us, well Lois was supposed to do it too, there’s only two

13 of us.

14 INS?. KELLER: Hhxnm.

15 MADDEN: We were supposed to do...in a case that, okay here

16 we already tested the cocaine salt. We were take a sample of

17 that and run it on thisinfrared and record it.

18 INS?. KELLER: Okay.
p

19 MADDEN: And we were supposed to do it X amount of times, I

20 don’ t remember how many times. But doing a new method like that

2]. is a little bit time consuming at first. You know, some people

22 really have a knack for it. You know you do it all the time you

23 get a knack for it. I, I would collect these samples and for the

24 sake of doing the infrared and you know, I did them for a while

25 and then it just...we just got so busy and everything got so crazy

26 that I wasn’t able to keep up with it.
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1 INSP. KELLER: Okay so, when you, you told me earlier that

2 you would collect the samples and they were in the vial.

3 MADDEN: In the vial ready to go.

4 INSP. KELLER: Yeah but then the end result was you threw

S them out?

6 MADDEN: I did throw them out because you know, I, I

7 couldn’t keep up with them and I just tossed them out.

8 DAVE: How much would the weight be, that would be in

9 these vials when you do these tests?

10 MADDEN: Maybe a tenth of a gram, two-tenths of a gram, I

ii don’t know.

12 INSP. KELLER: Oh it’s that (unintelligible].

13 MADDEN: Well I’m just trying to thirk of how much I would

14 put in there, yeah.

15 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

16 INSP. WALSH: Well okay so, when...

17 MADDEN: ‘Cause a lot of times I would have to repeat. It’s

18 not that you used that entire sample but I would just take some

19 out.

20 INSP. WALSH: Well okay so, is this like, procedure written

21 down anywhere?

22 MADDEN: Yeah.

23 INSP. WALSH: Like, is this like in a...

24 MADDEN: I think [Drushan] had written it down.

25 INSP. WALSH: Okay and then what if you had bad results

26 like, let’s say you went to go do your first one and then you
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i look under the microscope and you see the reagent and you’re

2 like, oh that’s not what I thought it was the first time. How

3 would you document...

4 MADDEN: Oh no, already it was confirmed, for example, it

S was cocaine.

6 INSP. WALSH: And then somebody...

7 MADDEN: By the crystal test.

8 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

9 MADDEN: And then I would go ahead and take the sample from

10 the infrared.

11 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

12 MADDEN: The idea was to run the infrared so I had to do, I

• 13 forget how many times that we were supposed to do it, how many

14 times as part of training and then also validating the

15 instrument. And that’s what I fell really behind on and I ended

16 up [unintelligible] as well, yes.

17 INSP. WALSH: Did you, did you ever take any of those

18 samples? I mean, they’re already in...

19 MADDEN: No.

20 INSP. WALSH: ...a vial. Why wouldn’t you take those samples?

21 If you’ re going to throw them out anyway, I’m just asking why,

22 why wouldn’t’ you take...

23 MADDEN: I don’ t I just dicin’ t.

24 INSP. WALSH: Okay. Do you think you ever got sick from

25 any of the stuff that you took at the, at the lab?

26 MADDEN: Not from that.
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1. INSP. WALSH: Urn, ‘cause you remember back when ah, they

2 were...what was the drug they were putting in ah, the cocaine,

3 everybody was going to the hospital with flu’ like symptoms back

4 in...

INSP. KELLER: Like November.

6 INSP. WALSH: Do you remember that?

7 MADDEN: Uh-uh.

8 INSP. WALSH: You don’t remember that. Okay, do you

9 remember being sick at all during October or November like, flu’

10 like or cold like?

11 MADDEN: No. Well, I did have a cold in November.

12 INSP. WALSH: Okay but do you think I mean and the reason

13 I’m asking....

14 MADDEN: I mean it was a viral cold with viral production.

15 INSP. WALSH: Did you go to the doctor?

16 MADDEN: Urn, no. I think I may have called him.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

18 MADDEN: (unintelligible] I just don’t remember.

19 INSP. WALSH: Okay ‘cause no the reason...

20 MADDEN: I think I lost my voice and au. of that.

21 INSP. WALSH: The reason I’m asking ‘cause they, all these

22 people remember they were showing up at General. There was a...they

23 were using some kind of drug and one of the, the symptoms of the

24 drug, it was like a prescription drug I believe, was that you’d

25 have flu’ like or cold like symptoms. So all these people

26 because of the H1N1 and all these other things started going to
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1 the hospital. But what they actually found out was these people

2 were ingesting cocaine.

3 MADDEN: Well no, this definitely was a cold, a virus cold.

4 INSP. WALSH: Okay I...

5 MADDEN: That I know.

6 INSP. WALSH: Okay, okay.

7 INSP. KELLER: I’d offer you some water but I don’t have

8 ally.

9 INSP. WALSH: How you doing?

10 MADDEN: Urn...

11 INSP. WALSH: I know it’s overwhelming.

12 MADDEN: I’ve missed my three o’clock appointment.

13 INSP. WALSH: What was your three o’clock appointment?

14 MADDEN: I was supposed to go [to the house] with my niece

15 and take care of some stuff.

16 INSP. WALSH: Okay but how are you doing?

17 MADDEN: [I’m all right].

18 INS?. WALSH: Okay. I know it’s overwhelming and that

19 wasn’t our intent. But you got_you know, you’re like one piece

20 of the pie and we had to talk to you, you’re, you’re leaving on

21 Monday. And ah, you know it’s just something that we, we needed

22 to ah, take care of. Is there anything that you can think of

23 that we missed or?

24 MADDEN: Just, you just have to check weights of a lot of

25 stuff because you will see discrepancies. But I, I just you

26 know, that’s all I’m going to say. I, I I mean, I think you want
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i. to put everything on me and you can’t because that’s not right.

2 INSP. WALSH: I don’t want to...

3 INS?. KELLER: We’ve already talked to other people. We’ve

4 talked to Tasha and we talked to Lois, all the same way, and

5 Mudge. I mean this is...

6 MADDEN: Has anyone else talked about weighting...weighing

7 discrepancies and reanalysis?

8 INS?. KELLER: Iii..only if there’s electrostatic kind of

9 thing and then with the heroin and the mari:juana.

10 INSP. WALSH: Marijuana.

11 MADDEN: It’ s, it...okay, ask about reweighing other

12 people’s cases actually we haven’t even done that for a while.

13 But when we used to test other people’s cases, reanalysis other

14 people’s cases for court a lot of times we would find weighting,

15 weighting discrepancies.

16 INS?. WALSH: Do you, do you and I’m, I don’t mean to be

17 flippant or anything I’m really being sincere. But do you

18 understand the reason that a lot of it makes sense why we look,

19 we are...we look at multiple people. But that you’re, you’re kind

20 of interesting in the fact of what your sister said. You know,

21 stuff spills, you’re using it and then we have these ca1ses that

22 come up with weight. There may be a very logical reason to all of

23 that. But I just want you to understand this wasn’t like, okay

24 let’s go get Deborah or let’s go get Lois. This was like, let’s

25 get to the bottom of this, okay. Do you understand that?

26 MADDEN: Yeah that’s fine.
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1 INSP. WALSH: Okay I just want to make sure.

2 MADDEN: But I, I, I can’t provide all your answers, that I

3 knew.

4 INS?. WALSH: Okay let me ask you, I don’t mean to

embarrass you and I don’t mean to, to hurt your feelings or

6 anything that’s not my intent. But let me ask you directly, did

7 you ever take any samples after you reweighed them, whether it

8 was from our own samples or from anybody else’s to use?

9 MADDEN: No.

10 INSP. WALSH: Okay, you’re saying that the only thing that

ii. you ever took home to use.

12 MADDEN: Right.

13 INS?. WALSH: Was things that were left on the, the scale

14 or the paper.

15 MADDEN: Yeah, stuff that I spilt.

16 INS?. WALSH: Okay, do you_if you had to guesstimate and I

17 know that you’ re memory’ s not, not so great and I understand

18 that. What size do you think those would, if you had to pick a

19 bottom and top size of, of weight, of how much would spill and

20 how much you would take on these, these times. How much would

21 you say that was?

22 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

23 INS?. WALSH: Okay, would you think the max it was, is a

24 gram?

25 MADDEN: No, no.

26 INSP. WALSH: Okay, half a gram?
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1. MADDEN: No.

2 INS?. WALSH: More or less?

3 MADDEN: Less.

4 INS?. WALSH: Okay so you’re saying the highest is less

5 than half a gram?

MADDEN: Yeah.

7 INS?. WALSH: Okay,

g MADDEN: It really wasn’t...I mean it was whatever was on my

9 counter.

10 INS?. WALSH: Were you ever asked if you did cocaine at the

ij. rehab center?

12 MADDEN: Urn, I, I just told them I, I drank.

• 13 INS?. WALSH: Okay but did they...

14 MADDEN: Thats all that...

15 INS?. WALSH: ...did they ever ask you directly?

16 MADDEN: No, [unintelligible].

17 INS?. WALSH: Okay when your sister had the vial when you

18 were at intake. Do you recall them asking you about the vial

19 whether or not it was yours?

20 MADDEN: I don’t remember.

21 INS?. WALSH: You don’t remember?

22 MADDEN: No I just stared at it and said, I just shook rny

23 head.

24 INS?. WALSH: Okay, do you recall them asking you to sign a

25 piece of paper saying that you also used cocaine?

26 MADDEN: No.
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1 £NSP. WALSH: You don’t recall that?

2 MADDEN: No.

3 INSP. WALSH: Okay, would it surprise you if they...your

4 sister had relayed information that you denied that the cocaine

5 was yours. And that on top of that you refused to sign the paper

6 saying that you also had a cocaine issue?

7 MADDEN: I don’t remember that, I really don’t.

8 INSP. WALSH: Is...and why is that? Is that because of the

9 condition you were in?

10 MADDEN: Yes, ‘cause, ‘cause the condition I was in1

11 INSP. WALSH: Okay so, so you don’t know if you did or

12 didn’t?

• 13 MADDEN: No.

14 INSP. WALSH: When you were drinking did you tend to be

15 like, combative or?

16 MADDEN: No.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay, what, what was...what’s the biggest thing

18 that caused the problem with your drinking, what was your big

19 factor? Not, not what caused it I should say but what type of

20 person were you when you drank?

21 MADDEN: [NO VERBAL RESPONSE].

22 INSP. WALSH: I mean some people are happy-go-lucky, some

23 people get mean. Like, what were you?

24 MADDEN: Well, I, towards the end I drank completely

25 alcohol, it was a complete allergy to my body. I could not stop

26 drinking.
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1 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

2 MADDEN: I was nothing except a person that just wanted to

3 sit there and drink.

4 INSP. WALSH: Okay, do you think that when you came to the

5 lab you were drunk?

6 MADDEN: No.

7 INSP. WALSH: Okay, why, why don’ t you think that?

8 MADDEN: I never came to the lab drunk.

9 INSP. WALSH: Okay, did you ever, did you ever, ever come

10 to the lab urn, on cocaine?

11 MADDEN: No.

12 INSP. WALSH: Did you ever do cocaine in the lab?

•
13 MADDEN: No.

14 INSP. WALSH: Okay, so if it spilled and nobody was around

15 late at night when you were there alone, never?

16 MADDEN: Uh—uh.

17 INSP. WALSH: Okay, urn.

18 INSP. KELLER: [unintelligible] stories change at all if

19 there was cameras in the lab?

20 MADDEN: Uh-uh.

21 INSP. KELLER: So, if there were cameras in the lab arid we

22 looked at all the video, it’s going to show what you told us or

23 will it show different?

24 MADDEN: It’ll show what I told you.

25 INSP. WALSH: And you think you made a, do you think that

26 you made a mistake?
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1 MADDEN: With what?

2 INSP. WALSH: Doing what you did even there was waste or?

3 MADDEN: Yes.

4 INSP. WALSH: Okay, I mean is there anything you...that we

s can do or point you in a direction for you, regarding this

6 situation?

7 MADDEN: Yeah what’s going to happen next?

8 INSP. WALSH: I don’t know I mean, I...we have to talk to the

9 bosses about everything. Because again, what we’re talking about

10 is the criminal justice system as a whole; the D.A.’s office,

11 eventually the Public Defenders and probably private defense

12 counsel. So you may be questioned again in order to help those

13 cases. Because if this is a short term thing of waste, right,

14 versus again, and when I say you, I mean a person not you. As

15 opposed to somebody framing people or deliberately changing

16 results and things, right. They’re gonna’ need your help on this.

17 They’re gonna need your help to figure out what’s going on. A

18 lot of people are going to try to take advantage of it. You know,

19 it’s kind of like the bus is going to be going by and Muni gets

20 in an accident and three or four people jump on so they can say

21 their neck hurts, right. So there’s going to be people who’ve

22 been convicted in your tenure where things weren’t going so well

23 in the last few months, are going to say well I betcha’ she, if

24 she tested my sample...

25 INSP. KELLER: [unintelligiblej ago.

26 INSP. WALSH: That she...
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I INS?. KELLER: That’s what [unintelligiblej.

2 INS?. WALSH: I’m just...they’re just gonna’...I’rn just telling

3 you they’re going to jump on. Like I said right, people take

4 advantage of situations. So that’s why we need you to be as

5 forthright as possible about these things. And that’s why if

6 it’s a mistake, it’s a mistake and we get that. But you know, I

7 mean, there, there’s, there’s going to be a lot of people who are

8 going to say, you know, this is what happened I want my stuff

9 retested. And let’s say, it’s a natural fluctuation or what if

10 the stuff is destroyed.

11 MADDEN: Hhxnm.

12 INS?. WALSH: It’s going to be a big problem. And so I,

• 13 you know, I mean what you’re saying is that you know, when the

14 summer or late summer, early fall at some point that’s when you

i first did this cocaine thing through a friend, one time. And

16 then the rest of the time when you were doing this in the fall it

17 was waste. I mean, is that the basic story?

18 MADDEN: Hhmm.

19 INS?. KETLPR: And the vials of the quality control thing

20 were thrown in the garbage?

21 MADDEN: Hbmm.

22 INS?. KELLER: And that’s a common practice?

23 MADDEN: Well yeah the stuff was_unused stuff was thrown

24 out.

25 INS?. WALSH: Where does that waste go?

26 MADDEN: Urn, well if it’s a sample you throw it down the
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1 3inlc or throw it...you throw it anywhere. Throw it in the

2 biohazard thing or.

3 INSP. WALSH: But would you throw it in the regular thrash

4 that the janitors gonna’ come by?

5 MADDEN: No.

6 INSP. WALSH: Okay, so you’re talking about like...

7 MADDEN: A lot of marijuana would go in the regular trash

8 but no not, I wouldn’t [unintelligible].

9 [Overlapping Speech]

10 MADDEN: It’s not what I did.

11 INSP. KELLER: So, the sample was thrown in the sink?

12 MADDEN: Yeah or into the waste thing or the you know, the

13 red buckets.

14 INSP. WALSH: Okay, and again I don’ t mean to offend you

15 but I gotta’ ask, you never manipulated any results to put...

16 MADDEN: No.

17 INSP. WALSH: ...somebody in jail?

18 MADDEN: No.

19 INSP. WALSH: Did you ever, did you ever manipulate results

20 to get somebody out of trouble?

21 MADDEN: [NO VERBAL RESPONSE].

22 INSP. WALSH: You’re shaking your head, so no?

23 MADDEN: No.

24 INSP. WALSH: Okay urn, Darcy?

25 INSP. KETtR: On your keys, do you have the keys to the

26 lab, the doors and the [unintelligible]?
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1 MADDEN: I have, I have a key I guess to a door of the lab.

2 A key to the outside of the building.

3 INSP. KELLER: Okay, can we get those?

4 MADDEN: They’re at my house.

5 INSP. KELLER: They’re at your house, when, when do you

s think we could come get that?

7 MADDEN: When I’m back at my house I mean, or I can put

8 them in the mail for you, what’d you want?

9 INSP. KELLER: Urn, [unintelligible].

10 DAVE: No, I think we need to go pick ‘em up.

11 INSP. WALSH: Well we can make a phone call ‘cause I don’t

12 know if you’re stuff has been, if they’ve changed anything or

13 not. But we do need to get those keys.

14 MADDEN: Yeah.

15 INSP. WALSH: Do you have a card, do you have the key card

16 still to get in?

17 MADDEN: It’s all hanging up in my key...

18 INSP. WALSH: When was the last day you were physically at

19 work working?

20 MADDEN: Urn, you said December 8th?

21 INSP. KELLER: Ah, I’m not sure I’m trying to remember what

22 date Lois said.

23 INSP. WALSH: Right.

24 INSP. KELLER: Okay so...

25 MADDEN: I mean I was trying to remember that too I could

26 not remember.
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You have two keys and one card?

Is that right?

I think so. Like I said1 whatever...it’s all hanginc

up, there’s one carcL.

INSP. KELLER: At your house on Shoreline?

MADDEN: Yeah.

INSP. KELLER: When I ask urn, Director Mudge about the

things, the samples and stuff he’s going to say it’s okay that

they threw them out in the sink or the?

MADDEN: Yeah.

INSP. KELLER: Okay. But as far as where the sample

actually came from what ah, report or what person?

MADDEN: Well at the time all we would do is mark the vial

the case number and then take some and then set it aside.

was common. And it was either used or just...or tossed.

INSP. KET.LTIR: Okay and they’d be mote cases

[unintelligible]?

MADDEN: Yeah.

INSP. KELLER: Okay.

INSP. WALSH: Deborah is there anybody else you think we

should talk to?

MADDEN: No.

INSP. WALSH: Did you ever...any of the lab employees, did

you ever do drugs with them?

MADDEN: No, I didn’ t.

INSP. WALSH: I have to ask, okay.
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1. MADDEN: And I wouldn’t even say that I did drugs. I did

2 that.

3 INSP. WALSH: Well what’s, I mean?

4 MADDEN: Some of that cocaine towards the end to help

S control my drinking which of course it didn’t work.

6 INSP. WALSH: Do you have any questions for us I mean?

7 MADDEN: No.

g INSP. WALSH: We may need to contact you again as they test

9 more things, is that okay?

10 MADDEN: To test?

11 INSP. WALSH: Yeah I mean so we can check, obviously you’re

12 saying there’s going to be other weight discrepancies we should

13 look into that.

14 MADDEN: Yeah, you will find weight discrepancies if you go

15 back.

16 INSP. WALSH: Okay, so.

17 MADDEN: In everybody’s cases.

18 INSP. WALSH: Right so my, m y question is, should

19 we...are....can we call you back and say hey we found X,Y and Z of

20 these people has had something similar to what you recall or

21 weight discrepancies?

22 MADDEN: Yeah.

23 INSP. WALSH: We’re, we’re pulling everybody’s. Don’t,

24 don’t get me wrong we’re gonna’.... there’s gonna’ be a lot of

25 samples taken. So I just want to make sure that we can contact

26 you again.
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j MADDEN: Yeah.

2 INSP. WALSH: Okay.

3 MADDEN: [unintelligible]

4 DAVE: You said there were discrepancies how big of

5 discrepancies would you find?

6 MADDEN: We saw huge discrepancies at times I mean, like..

7 M2 And that, and that would not reported somehow, recorded

8 somewhere?

9 MADDEN: Well it was recorded on the reanalysis sheet.

10 INSP. KELLER: On the cocaine salts.

11 MADDEN: On everything.

12 INSP. KELLER: No I just want to keep at the cocaine salts.

13 MADDEN: I can’t remember I just remember in a lot of

14 different cases there were weight discrepancies.

15 INSP. KELLER: Okay ‘but we can’ t...you’ re attributing it to

16 all the narcotics brought to your lab whether controlled or pot?

17 MADDEN: Right.

18 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

19 MADDEN: That when we went back and reanalyzed a lot of

20 times we saw weight discrepancies.

21 INSP. KELLER: All right, is there anything else that you

22 want to say?

23 MADDEN: No.

24 INSP. WALSH: Dave?

25 DAVE: I’m okay.

26 INSP. WALSH: Urn, is there anybody I mean, do you want to
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1 us to contact anybody for you or anything like that or? You

2 gonna’ be okay?

3 MADDEN: I’m fine.

4 INSP. WALSH: Okay we want to make sure I mean, it’s not

5 easy answering questions, I get that. And ah, you know, we’re

6 looking at this whole big picture and I just want to make sure

7 that you’re okay. So if there’s somebody we can talk to you for

8 you or if you need to talk to somebody that we can do that for

9 you. You know, I know...

10 MADDEN: I’m fine I mean I...

11 INSP. WALSH: I honestly I don’t want you to go do anything

12 whether you know, you feel like you need a drink tonight or

13 something like that. I want you to...

14 MADDEN: [I don’t].

15 INSP. WALSH: Okay I want you to take care of yourself

16 ‘cause that’s the most important thing.

17 MADDEN: Fthmm.

18 INSP. WALSH: Your sister was very good to you and it

19 sounds like you’re being very good to your sister. That’s really

20 important and family helps people out in these times. And ah, you

21 know, it’s not easy being on this side [unintelligible] putting

22 myself in your position asking...being asked the questions. But

23 it’s not something we like to do either. But again, our concern

24 is this whole lab thing I mean, it’s going to be a mess, it’s

25 going to be a mess, so.

26 MADDEN: Well like I said, you’re going to see a lot more.
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1 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

2 MADDEN: I mean all sorts of other things.

3 INSP. KELLER: Well is there anything you can help us out

4 with?

5 MADDEN: Like I’m saying, again a lot of times when we

6 would reweigh somebody’s case we would find discrepancies. And

7 you know, I think a lot of it was from sloppiness and you know, I

8 just...that’s true.

9 INSP. KELLER: All right. When will you come back to the

10 City?

11 MADDEN: I don’ t know.

12 INSP. KELLER: Well ‘cause I’d like to come get the keys.

13 MADDEN: Oh to San Mateo.

14 DAVE: San Mateo, yes.

15 MADDEN: Urn, I should be back, I’m pretty much going to

16 have to be back sometime tomorrow I think.

17 INSP. KELLER: Okay urn, and the other thing is do you still

18 have some personal items at the crime lab?

19 MADDEN: Yeah my whole desk and locker, yeah.

20 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

21 MADDEN: A lot of stuff.

22 INSP. KELLER: So, before you go there to retrieve them

23 ‘cause I know Monday’s your last day. You have Inspector Walsh’s

24 phone number. So maybe he could help you and you know, get the

25 keys and go back to the lab with you and you know, when you get

26 your stuff.
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MADDEN: Yeah I haven’t had any plans for doing Ithat.

2 INSP. KELLER: Okay, all right.

3 MADDEN: I mean that’s not big on my, my priority list.

4 INSP. KELLER: Okay.

S MADDEN: Okay?

6 INSP. KELLER: All right, thank you very much.

7 INSP. WALSH: Thanks Deborah.

8 MADDEN: Sure.

9 INSP. KELLER: Careful. All right.

10 INSP. WALSH: Ah, we’re going to go ahead and conclude that

ii interview. It’s ah, approximately ah, 3:35 hours, 2-26-10.

12 END OF DOCtMENT
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